Playing With a Purpose
Episode 2: You Real Cool!
Script Outline

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Miv3HRTC9Z4&t=919s

0:00 Introduction

1:10 Materials needed: Grab a pen or pencil and paper

1:17 Writer's Warm-Up: Stream of Conscious Writing
   Word: GIANT

3:12 Physical Warm Up: Wash Your Face Game

5:30 Special Guest: Damien McClendon
   Former Poet Laureate Cleveland Heights; Teaching Artist; Poet

5:54 Introduction to poet: Gwendolyn Brooks

6:57 Vocabulary Word: Poet Laureate

9:00 Writer’s Tool Kit: Always Poeting

10:20 POEM TIME: We Real Cool, A Song in the Front Yard, and Boy Breaking Glass
   Written by Gwendolyn Brooks

15:49 Writing Activity: The Golden Shovel
   Rules, Example

19:10: Amy and Damien write a Golden Shovel poem together

20:24: Damien’s Golden Shovel Poem: This is All I have for Me